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Abstract
There are some barriers to reduce energy consumption in
shared spaces where many people use common electronic
devices (e.g. dilution of responsibility, the trade-off
between comfort and necessity, absentmindedness, or the
lack of support to foster energy-efficiency). The workplace
is a challenging scenario since the economic incentives are
not present. To tackle some of these issues we have
augmented with eco-feedback a shared coffee-maker to
turn it into a green ally of workers. Its design rationale is
twofold: Firstly, to make the coffee-maker able to learn its
own usage pattern. Secondly, to communicate
persuasively in real-time to users whether it is more
efficient to leave the appliance on or off during certain
periods of time. For evaluation purposes, qualitative and
quantitative results were gathered from a comparative
study with shared coffee machines in three workplaces.
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Introduction
Methodologies for reducing the overall energy
consumption are a very popular research topic within the
area of sustainability. The HCI and UbiComp communities
are actively contributing with further insights and studies
to face such a pivotal challenge. To date, most of this
research has focused on providing motivations and
incentives at individual level to save energy [5]. Gradually,
other studies focusing on communities and groups are
flourishing (e.g. families [6], flatmates [11], students [4] or
workmates [12]). In these latter scenarios social and
collective awareness strategies play a paramount role for
saving energy resources.

This work-in-progress is focused on the reduction of the
energy wasted by appliances of shared use in workplace’s
environments. These devices represent around the 15% of
the total energy consumed in offices [1]. Specifically, in
this research we focus the lens over the collective coffee
machines, which are devices of widespread use over most
of the workplaces.

The presented work is an extension of our previous
research [7]. There, it was demonstrated that an
intelligent shifting between the coffee-maker’s operating
modes outperformed, in terms of energy efficiency, the
traditional methods, such as auto-power down or standby.
In that work, we opted for applying automation
techniques, i.e. a complete technological approach, where
machines are energy efficient and they take the
sustainability oriented decisions by moving people aside of
their intervention.
In this ongoing work, we explore a human-machine team,
i.e. whether giving the initiative to users to decide how to
operate the common appliances, but being assisted by
them, is a better choice. We expect not only similar

energy savings as found in [7], but also an increase of
workers’ energy awareness as is usually found in some
human behavioural change approaches, where people bear
the full responsibility of their decisions (e.g. switch off the
devices when they are not in use).

Design Principles of the Coffee-maker
Over the set of shared devices that can be found in a
workplace (e.g. beamers, coffee-makers, printers, screens,
portable fans, kettles, etc.), we have decided to start
exploring coffee-makers. Nipkow et al. [9] stated that
some models of coffee machines can exceed the electricity
consumption of A-class ovens or A++ refrigerators.
Indeed, in a prior three-months study which was carried
out in the authors’ laboratory, we discovered that the
appliance under analysis remained on much more time
than it should [7]. The stock of coffee machines in EU is
estimated to be 100 million units (whereas a estimation of
coffee machines in work-offices attains 30 million.),
consuming 17000 million of kWh per year [9]. Hence,
whatever minimal energy reduction is achieved with these
devices will have a major impact in terms of energy.

The basis of our design rationale is that energy
conservation in common spaces is not only about
switching off the appliances after using them - an
argument which is backed by the automation
stakeholders [9], but it is also about empowering users to
operate the appliances in an intelligent manner, bearing in
mind the real-time eco-assistance provided by the devices.

In the presented design, the eco-aware coffee-maker not
only raises the group attention about their energy
wastage, but it also supports end-users to decide whether
is more energy-efficient to leave the appliance on or off
over a certain period of time. Table 1 provides a summary



of the design rationale and the background for each of the
device’s features.

An Eco-aware Intelligent Device

Figure 1: The augmented
eco-aware coffee maker. On the
background, the light arch that
informs to intended users about
its energy waste.

Figure 2: Different instruments
and electronic tools used to make
the coffee machine to learn its
own usage pattern and to
connect itself to Internet.

The coffee machine that has been transformed into an
eco-aware device can be appreciated in Figure 1. It is able
to collect, during a learning period, its usage-pattern (i.e.
the fluctuations of hot drinks prepared in a workplace in
each of the one-hour time slots in which a work day is
divided). To meet this goal, a current sensor has been
placed between the appliance and the mains to monitor
the energy flow (Top of Figure 2). This information is
processed and stored by an Arduino micro-controller
(Bottom of Figure 2). Such learning process is applied to
predict the appliance’s next-week usage through
time-series forecasting techniques [2], i.e. to infer the
moment when the coffee-maker is likely to be used
throughout the following week as a function of the
number of people that previously used it.

Using such inference, the device operation could be
efficiently accommodated to the expected number of
coffees to be prepared [7]. Thus, depending on the hour
of the day and the frequency of coffee intakes, the coffee
maker must remain on - number of coffees exceeding a
predefined threshold -, or in contrast, to be switched off -
low activity. The coffee-maker has then enough knowledge
to aid people in their energy related decision-making.

The Coffee-maker Assists You!
As earlier mentioned, in [7] we used the acquired
knowledge to make the coffee-maker to autonomously
commute among any of their operating modes to save
energy. Now, we use these predictions to interact
persuasively with concerned users in order to raise their
awareness about the necessity of being energy-efficient

when operating the appliance. The theoretical strategies
that support this approach are reviewed below.

Persuasive Interaction: Fogg [3] asserted that people
who perceive technology as an authority are more
susceptible to persuasion by that technology. The
eco-aware coffee-maker has information that people do
not have access to (i.e. the invisible energy consumption
and the foreseeable energy-efficient operation mode in
each moment). Fogg also stated that ’reduction’ and
’suggestion’ principles are pivotal to create persuasive
technologies. Our coffee maker eases the user’s
decision-making (reduction) and it provides real-time
eco-feedback about how to operate the device
(suggestion).

Ambient Eco-feedback: The eco-aware coffee maker
features two types of ambient feedback: 1) An ambient
light arch that provides informative visual feedback; 2)
machine built-in subtle suggestions that are prompted to
inform users about how to operate the device
appropriately. Firstly, the ambient light arch, placed close
to the coffee maker (Figure 1), gives information about
the energy that is being wasted when the device is left on
without any apparent reason after its usage. At the
beginning of the day the arch is set completely green, but
it progressively turns into red as the wasted energy
increases.

Secondly, the subtle suggestions are prompted when the
eco-aware coffee-maker infers that it is more appropriate
to leave the device on, instead of switching it off in a
specific slot of time. The coffee-maker can detect when
somebody is about to switch the device off after a coffee
preparation - we attached a proximity sensor pointing to
the start-button to detect such action. When such
detection occurs, the eco-aware appliance suggests the



corresponding user to not do it depicting the message:
’Please, leave me on’. This message was before disguised
and it can only be seen under ultraviolet light. The
process can be appreciated in the snapshots of Figure 3.

Figure 3: On the first image an
user approaches its finger to
switch off the device. In the
second and third picture, it is
shown how the device informs to
the intended user to not do it by
activating a set of ultraviolet
lights LEDs that were embedded
underneath the water tank.

Social Networks: The eco-aware coffee-maker is
provided with a public Twitter profile where it publishes
everyday the number of coffees prepared and its energy
consumption, both the effective energy, i.e. the energy
that is properly employed to make coffees, and the energy
that was wasted, i.e. the unused energy when anyone has
left the device on without any apparent reasoning. An
Ethernet shield attached to the micro-controller allows the
Internet connection, so that the coffee-maker is able to
’tweet’ by itself.

Figure 4: An informative tweet send by the eco-aware
coffee-maker.

Teammates: Nass et al.[8] investigated about team
affiliation between humans and computers. They
concluded that interdependence cues were pivotal to
create a team relationship. The eco-aware coffee-maker is
more than a mere reporter of energy waste, it has been
devised as a collaborative eco-activists device, i.e. it
actively teammates with people to take more sustainable
decisions in the common areas where is placed.

Pilot Evaluation
We performed three pilot case studies at a workplace
related with the usage of coffee-makers. The three
appliances were placed in different labs. Only one of them

featured the design rationale described before. The
comparative study lasted one month and was devised to
evaluate in a real context the effectiveness of the
eco-aware coffee-maker with regard to other designs based
on informative eco-feedback.
The participants’ (N = 20) age range was 20-40 and they
were all males and engineers. The three groups presented
similar patterns of coffee intakes: around the noon and
after the lunch.

Phase 1: A pre-trial survey
The first round of interviews was devoted to get the
personal information from the participants and to have a
general understanding about the knowledge that they had
on energy related concepts and their perception of energy
consumption at work. The objective of the experiment
and its design was hidden to the subjects to alleviate the
Hawthorne effect and to reduce the more than probable
participant’s interest over the other laboratories’
conditions.

Phase 2: Field study
In this phase, the energy data of the three appliances was
logged. Along the 4 weeks, the means by which each of
the coffee-makers presented their energy consumption to
users, i.e. eco-feedback, was changing weekly.

In the 1st week we did not apply any intervention beyond
collecting data. This week was considered as baseline.
In the 2nd week, a public Twitter profile was created for
each coffee-maker. In the pre-survey, Twitter was found
as the social network of major use among participants. All
the subjects implied in the case studies were notified
about this new devices’ feature.
In the 3rd and 4th weeks the three coffee machines were
augmented with different technologies: lab1: The before
presented eco-aware coffee-maker, i.e. the device that



Eco-aware Coffee-maker Design
Feature Rationale Background

Intelligence
To infer the moment when the coffee-maker The time series [2] assume that past patterns will similarly occur

is likely to be used. in the future, and therefore are predictable.

Persuasiveness
It interacts persuasively with users to raise

Fogg’s Behavior model [3]: Motivation, simplicity and triggers.
their energy-awareness.

Ambient awareness Ambient light arch + Hidden messages.
Not relying in behaviour change elicited by direct requests,
but to be unobtrusive and to present the suggestions subtlety [10].

Social presence Collective awareness with just a daily ’tweet’.
A promising channel to link human beings
and intelligent objects for sustainability purposes [11].

Team affiliation
Assist users in their decision-making In [8] the participants under interdependence conditions were found

when operating the coffee-maker. to be more cooperative and open to influence from the computer.

Table 1: The rationale followed to design the eco-aware coffee maker associated with the background which supports each feature.

features the design rationale of Table 1; lab2: A coffee
machine with a QR-code linking to a web site where
informative eco-feedback was given through historical
visual charts of coffee’s intakes and energy wasted (top of
Figure 5). It allowed its users to easily track their
laboratory performance; lab3: A coffee-maker with a
physical display attached to it (bottom of Figure 5). This
informative eco-feedback showed to users their previous
day’s wasted energy (left side), whilst the energy being
wasted on a given day was shown on the right side.

Figure 5: The informative
eco-feedback technologies
devised for the two remaining
laboratories.

Phase 3: Post-trial Questionnaire
When the intervention finished, we wanted to get the
participant’s insights about the proposed interactions,
their comprehensibility, understanding and usefulness, the
relevance that they gave to the intervention and the
motivations that have been issued to save energy during
the case study. The questionnaire was divided in two
parts: 1) A semi-structured interview; 2) A self-report of
eighteen items in a 5-point Likert scale. The self-report
was structured in four blocks to record the participant’s
insights about their affiliation and interdependence with

the coffee-machine, the role of authority that they
attributed to the device, and finally three items devoted to
extract the participant’s acceptance around the inclusion
of the smart-device in their work routine. Most of the
items were based on the scale used by Nass et al. [8].

Results and First Conclusions
The results obtained are in line with the effectiveness of
collective eco-feedback. Two out of the three groups
decreased their energy consumption (lab1 and lab3). 73%
of subjects attributed energy reductions to the
coffee-maker, 82% of them said that the information
reported increased their motivation and 76% asserted that
they had reflected with work-colleagues about the energy
updates.
The group that jointly collaborated with the ”eco-aware
coffee maker” was found to be the most efficient in
energy terms - so, even when is left to users the initiative
of deciding how to operate the common appliances, the
efficiency remains as was the case with automation [7].
Even more promising for our ongoing work, it is to find
that the 80% of this group asserted to have changed their



way of using the coffee-maker in only one month - i.e.
probable signs of a general increase of awareness.
Likewise, the 76% of this group attributed
interdependence cues to the coffee-maker and showed to
be more open to the influence from the suggestions
coming from such eco-aware thing. These findings
evidence that automation techniques make impossible for
users to correlate their actions with the energy associated
to them. Also, it was observed that simple informative
eco-feedback is not always enough to know in real-time
whether the action that the people in common spaces are
performing is ”environmentally adequate” or not.

Future Work
We are now conducting a more thorough experiment than
the presented in the pilot: Up to 14 groups are being
included from different work-contexts and cities, thus
more participants with different backgrounds will take part
of the experiment. We have also extended the length of
the study up to 6 months. We are designing personalised
interaction to research its effectiveness with respect to the
collective awareness designs presented. Finally, we are
including more persuasive interactions than the presented
in this work-in-progress - both through social networks
and physically embedded within the devices.
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